The CDF experiment at the Tevatron pp collider has pioneered and established the role of hadron collisions in exploring flavor physics through a broad program that is now at its full maturity. We report new results sensitive to physics beyond the standard model, obtained using the whole CDF data set; including new bounds on the B 0 s mixing phase and the decay width difference of 
D
( * )− s branching ratio using 6.8 fb −1 of data and search for CP violation in D 0 → K 0 s π + π − decays in 6.0 fb −1 of data. 
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Introduction
Flavor physics of quarks provides one of the most promising probes for indirect signs of new particles or interactions beyond the standard model (SM). Strange and charm meson dynamics in particular offers rich opportunities since its experimental exploration has not reached in extension and precision that has been achieved in processes involving charged and neutral kaons and bottom mesons.
The B 0 s oscillations are explained in terms of second-order weak processes involving the CKM matrix element V ts . A broad class of generic extensions of the SM is expected to affect the mixing amplitude, modifying the mixing "intensity"-that is the oscillation frequency-and the phase, β s = arg[−(V ts V * tb )/(V cs V * cb )]. A non-SM enhancement of β s would also decrease the size of the decaywidth difference ∆Γ s between the light and heavy mass eigenstates of the B 0 s meson [1] . While the oscillation intensity has been measured precisely [2] , only loose constraints on the phase and width difference were available until recently. The most effective determination of β s and ∆Γ s is achieved through the analysis of the time evolution of "flavor-tagged" B 0 s →J/ψ φ decays. The first such analysis was performed by CDF in 2008 [3] . D0 followed with a similar measurement [4] soon after CDF. In 2010 the combination of CDF and D0 results suggested a mild deviation from the SM expectation. However, updated measurements [4, 5, 6] showed increased consistency with the SM, calling for additional experimental information to clarify the picture. Here we report the latest CDF update using the final data set of 10 fb −1 . We also report a measurement of the
branching ratios using 6.8 fb −1 of CDF data, which provides information on the "width-difference".
The observation of a sizable D 0 -D 0 mixing [7, 8, 9] has raised an increasing interest in charm dynamics, where CP violation may play an important role. Within the SM, "CP-violating" effects are predicted to be small since the charm transitions are described, to an excellent approximation, by physics of the first two generations of quarks. The size of CP violation expected from the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa hierarchy is O(10 −3 ) or less. However both the D 0 -D 0 mixing amplitude and the SM-suppressed penguin amplitude can be greatly enhanced by new dynamics, which can also increase the size of the CP violation.
Among the most sensitive probes of physics beyond the SM are the tree-dominated decays D 0 → π + π − and D 0 → K + K − . Any measured direct asymmetry significantly larger than 1% would be indication of NP. Last year, using 5.9 fb −1 of data, CDF produced the world's most precise measurements of the CP asymmetries A CP (KK) = (−0.24±0.22±0.09)% and A CP (ππ) = (0.22± 0.24 ± 0.11)% [10] . In spite of the hadronic uncertainties, there is some consensus that direct CP asymmetries of D 0 → K + K − and of D 0 → π + π − should be of opposite sign. Therefore, a measurement of the difference between asymmetries of those decays is maximally sensitive to detect direct CP violation. Indeed, the LHCb collaboration reported recently the first evidence of CP violation in charm measuring ∆A CP = A CP (KK) − A CP (ππ) = (−0.82 ± 0.21 ± 0.11)% [11] . An independent measurement is crucial to establish the effect, and the 10 fb −1 sample of hadronic D decays collected by CDF is the only one currently available to attain sufficient precision.
Another suitable channel to search for CP violation in charm is the "three-body" decay D 0 → K 0 s π + π − and its resonant substructure. In sec.6 we report the first such measurement in hadron collisions using 6 fb −1 of data.
The CDF II detector
The collider detector at fermilab is a multipurpose experiment designed to study √ s =1.96TeV pp collisions produced by the Tevatron collider in 2001-2011. Among the components and capabilities of the CDF II detector [13] , the tracking system is the one most relevant to these analyses. It lies within a uniform, axial magnetic field of 1.4 T strength. The inner tracking volume up to a radius of 28 cm is composed of 6-7 layers of "double-sided" silicon "micro-strip" detectors [14] . An additional layer of "single-sided" silicon is mounted directly on the "beam-pipe" at a radius of 1.5 cm, allowing excellent resolution on the impact parameter d 0 , defined as the distance of closest approach of a reconstructe "charged-particle" track to the interaction point in the plane transverse to the beam line. The silicon detector provides a vertex resolution of approximately 15 µm in the transverse and 70 µm in the longitudinal direction. The remainder of the tracking volume from a radius of 40 to 137 cm is occupied by an "open-cell" drift chamber (COT) [15] , providing a transverse momentum resolution of σ p T /p T ≈ 0.07%p T (p T in GeV/c). Hadron identification, which is crucial for distinguishing slow kaons and protons from pions and muons, is achieved by a likelihood combination of information from a time-of-flight system [16] and ionization energy loss in the COT. This offers about 1.5σ separation between kaons and pions. A "three-level" trigger system is used for the online event selection. At level 1 the most important device for the described analyses is the extremely fast tracker (XFT) [17] . It identifies charged particles using information from the COT and measures their transverse momenta and azimuthal angles around the beam direction. The basic requirement at level 1 is two charged particles with transverse momentum greater than 1.5 GeV/c. At level 2 and 3, different requirements are imposed for the different analyses: two "oppositely-charged" particles reconstructed in the "drift-chamber" matched to "muon-chamber" track segments with a dimuon mass consistent with the J/ψ mass ("low-p T " dimuon trigger) for the analysis in sec. 3; for the remaining analyses, the trigger uses XFT tracks combined with tracks reconstructed in the silicon tracker, thus allowing the precise measurement of impact parameters of tracks [18] . Impact parameters are required to be between 0.1 and 1 mm and to be consistent with coming from a common vertex displaced from the interaction point by at least 100 µm in the plane transverse to the beam line.
Measurement of the B 0
s →J/ψ φ time-evolution in the final CDF Run II data set The B 0 s →J/ψ φ decays are fully reconstructed using four tracks originating from a common displaced vertex, two matched to muon pairs consistent with a J/ψ decay (3.04 < m µ µ < 3.14 GeV/c 2 ), and two consistent with a φ→K + K − decay (1.009 < m KK < 1.028 GeV/c 2 ). The dimuon mass constraint to the known J/ψ mass, combined with the good p T resolution, yield a mass resolution of the signals of about 9 MeV/c 2 . The J/ψK + K − mass distribution ( fig. 1, left) , shows a signal of approximately 11 000 decays, overlapping a constant background dominated by the prompt combinatorial component and smaller contributions from mis-reconstructed B decays. The analysis relies on a joint fit to the time evolution of B 0 s mesons that resolves the fast oscillations by exploiting the 90 fs time resolution of the CDF silicon detector for these final states. Because the B 0 s meson has spin zero and J/ψ and φ have spin one, the B 0 s →J/ψ φ decay involves three independent amplitudes, each corresponding to one possible angular momentum state of the J/ψφ system, which is also a CP-odd or CP-even eigenstate. To enhance the sensitivity to β s , the time-evolution of the three decay amplitudes is fit independently by exploiting differences in the distribution of the kaon' and muon' decay angles. Sensitivity to β s can be further enhanced by accounting for the difference in the time evolution of initially produced B 0 s andB 0 s mesons. The flavor of the meson at the time of production is inferred by two independent classes of algorithms: the opposite-side flavor tag (OST) and the same-side kaon tag (SSKT) [2] . OST algorithms infer the initial flavor of the meson candidate from the decay products of the b hadron produced by the other b quark in the event; SSKT algorithms deduce the production flavor exploiting the "charge-flavor" correlation of the neighboring kaons produced in the fragmentation process. The OST performance has been determined with 82 000 B ± →J/ψ( →µ + µ − )K ± decays fully reconstructed in the same sample as the signal. We found an efficiency of ε OST = (92.8 ± 0.1)%, an observed averaged dilution, D OST = 1 − 2w OST , equal to (12.3 ± 0.4)% and a resulting effective tagging power of ε OST D 2 OST = (1.39 ± 0.05)%. The SSKT algorithms tag a smaller fraction of candidates with better precision. Its performance has been previously determined [5] to be ε SSKT = (52.2 ± 0.7)%, D SSKT = (21.8 ± 0.3)% and ε SSKT D 2 SSKT = (3.2 ± 1.4)%. Since the SSKT algorithm has been calibrated for early data only, we conservatively restrict its use to the events collected in that period. Simulation shows that this results in a modest degradation in β s resolution.
The unbinned maximum likelihood joint fit uses 9 observables from each event to determine 32 parameters including β s and ∆Γ, other physics parameters (B 0 s lifetime, decay amplitudes at t = 0 and phases, etc), and several other ("nuisance") parameters (experimental scale factors, etc.). If β s is fixed to its SM value, the fit shows unbiased estimates and Gaussian uncertainties for ∆Γ s and τ s . We found ∆Γ s = 0.068 ± 0.026(stat) ± 0.007(syst) ps −1 , and mean B 0 s lifetime, τ s = 1.528 ± 0.019(stat) ± 0.009(syst) ps. Systematic uncertainties include mismodeling of the signal mass model, lifetime resolution, acceptance description, and angular distribution of the background; a O(2%) contamination by B 0 →J/ψK * (892) 0 decays misreconstructed as B 0 s →J/ψ φ decays; and the silicon detector misalignment. These results are among the most precise from a single experiment. If β s is free to float in the fit, tests in statistical trials show that the maximum likelihood estimate is biased for the parameters of interest, and the biases depend on the true values of the parameters. Hence, we determine confidence regions in the β s and (β s , ∆Γ s ) spaces ( fig. 1, right) , by using a profile-likelihood ratio statistic as a χ 2 variable and considering all other likelihood variables as nuisance parameters. Confidence regions are corrected for "non-Gaussian" tails and systematic uncertainties to ensure nominal coverage. By treating ∆Γ s as a nuisance parameter, we also obtain branching ratio relative to the normalization mode B 0 → D + s D − is perfomed using a data sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 6.8 fb −1 recorded by the displaced track trigger [20] . D + s → K + K − π + and D + → K − π + π + decays are reconstructed from combinations of three tracks with appropriate charge and mass hypothesis assignments, fitted to a common vertex and then combined into another vertex to form B 0 s candidates. For the first time in this channel we exploit the Dalitz structure of the intermediate states "three-body" decays is exploited for an accurate evaluation of acceptances and efficiencies. The relative branching fractions are determined in a simultaneous maximum likelihood fit to the signal, (φ π + )(φ π − ) and (K * 0 K + )(φ π − ), and background, (φ π + )(K + π − π − ) and (K * 0 K + )(K + π − π − ), unbinned mass distributions. The components of the fit functions for each mass distribution are fully and partially reconstructed signals, reflections, and background. Figure  2 shows the projections of the fit overlaid to data. The statistical significance of each signal exceeds 10σ . Using measured values of production and relative branching fractions, the following absolute branching fractions are derived:
in which statistical, systematic and normalization uncertainties are reported. These results are the most precise to date from a single experiment and can provide information related to the "decay-width" difference ∆Γ s .
Measurement of CP violation in charm decays in the final CDF Run II data set
CDF previously measured CP violation in D 0 → K + K − and D 0 → π + π − decays. In a larger data sample, we have measured the difference between those asymmetries with greater precision. decay is not reconstructed.
The analysis follows closely the measurement of individual asymmetries [21] . The flavor of the D 0 meson is tagged from the charge of the soft pion in the strong D + → D 0 π + decay. Since D + and D − mesons are produced in equal number in pp interactions, any asymmetry between the number of D 0 andD 0 decays is due to either CP violation or instrumental effects. The latter can be induced only by the difference in reconstruction efficiency between positive and negative soft pions. Provided that the relevant kinematic distributions are equalized in the two decay channels, the instrumental asymmetry cancels to an excellent level of accuracy in the difference between the observed asymmetries between signal yields. Such cancellation allows an increase in sensitivity on ∆A CP by loosening some selection criteria with respect to the measurement of individual asymmetries thus doubling the signal yields. The offline selection follows the standard trigger selection with some basic additional requirements on track and vertex quality. The numbers of D 0 andD 0 decays fig. 3 top, are reconstructed, yielding the following observed asymmetries between signal yields, A raw (KK) = (−2.33 ± 0.14)% and A raw (ππ) = (−1.71 ± 0.15)%. Residual systematic uncertainties total 0.10% and are driven by differences between D * mass distributions associated with charm and anticharm decays. The final result is ∆A CP = (−0.62 ± 0.21 ± 0.10)%, which is 2.7σ different from zero [22] . This provides strong indication of CP violation in CDF charm data, supporting the LHCb earlier evidence with the same resolution. The combination of CDF, LHCb, and B-factory measurements deviates by approximately 3.8σ from the no CP violation point.
Search for CP violation in
We exploit a large sample of D * + decays with the D 0 production flavor determined by the charge of the soft pion in D * + → D 0 π + decays. The offline reconstruction of candidates starts with refitting tracks using the pion mass hypothesis. Two oppositely charged tracks are combined to form a K 0 S candidate. To construct D 0 candidates, each K 0 S candidate is then combined with all possible "oppositely-charged track-pairs" from the remaining tracks in the event. Finally, the D * + candidates are obtained by combining each D 0 candidate with one of the still remaining tracks in the event. The tracks forming the K 0 S , D 0 , and D * + candidates are subjected to kinematic fits that constrain them to originate from common vertices. Standard quality requirements on tracks and vertices are used to ensure "well-measured" masses and "decay-positions". An appropriately trained neural network classifer contributes the final discrimination between signal and background.
The resonant substructure of a three-body decay is described using the Dalitz plot method [23] [24] . The overall integrated CP asymmetry is found to be A CP = (−0.05 ± 0.57 ± 0.54)% with a large improvement over previous results [25] . All the CP violating quantities are found to be consistent with zero. Following the socalled Miranda procedure [26] , we also performed a "model-independent" search for CP violation in the Dalitz plot distribution of the decay D 0 → K 0 s π + π − by comparing the binned, normalized Dalitz plots for D 0 andD 0 . No assumptions about the resonant substructure of the decay are used. This approach confirms that "no-CP-violation" between the D 0 andD 0 Dalitz plots is present.
Summary
The results of a few recent updates on flagship flavor measurements that use the complete CDF II data set or a large fraction of it have been reported. Improved bounds on the B 0 s mixing phase and decay width difference of B 0 s mass-eigenstates are found to be consistent with the standard model. We also presented the most precise measurement of B 0 s → D ( * )+ s D ( * )− s branching ratio. A measurement of the difference of CP asymmetries in K + K − and π + π − decays of D 0 meson shows significant discrepancy from zero confirming and supporting similar results from LHCb. Its interpretation as due to physics within or beyond the SM is still under debate. We finally presented a null search for CP violation in D 0 → K 0 s π + π − decays in 6.0 fb −1 of data. These measurements are a sampling from an intensive flavor physics program developed at the Tevatron in the last decade that is now at its full maturity. The chief achievement has been to extend and deepen the study of the B 0 s mesons dynamics, which was only marginally explored before. Stringent constraints on the presence of NP in B 0 s mixing has been imposed by measuring with a good precision both its intensity and its associated phase. In addition, favorable production cross sections together with the CP-symmetric nature of the pp collisions allowed exploration of CPV in the charm sector with "world-leading" precision. Another important heritage has been to show that flavor physics is in fact possible also at hadron colliders and provides information competitive and complementary to the information from dedicated experiments. Many trigger reconstruction, and data analysis techniques developed at CDF are now used as standard by the next generation of flavor experiments at hadron colliders.
